Influence of static middle ear pressure on transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions and distortion products.
Otoacoustic emissions (OAE) are influenced in their amplitude and frequency spectra by the middle ear. The effects of changes in the middle ear transmission mechanisms on transiently evoked OAE (TEOAE) and distortion product emissions (DPOAE) were investigated as a function of static ear canal pressure in 25 normal-hearing test persons aged 18-35 years. The ear canal pressure was varied stepwise between positive and negative values of 200 daPa. TEOAE and DPOAE amplitudes were attenuated significantly with changes of the static ear canal pressure, with greatest changes at low frequencies (< 2 kHz). The alterations of OAE amplitude were slightly dependent on the polarity of the pressure, with positive pressure producing a greater attenuation (0.6 dB). The results demonstrate that changes in middle ear impedance can cause a misinterpretation of OAE. To avoid this problem, tympanometry should always precede OAE measurements. Alternatively, both methods can be combined using one acoustic probe, so that the emissions can be evoked at the peak of middle ear compliance.